
CART FROM THE HEART

1.  According Linda, one of the things you’ll find as you do CART is you’ll become a better 

______________ person.

2. In CART, your main function is for things to ________________.

3. By using CART practices, such as preparing briefs and phrases in advance, a reporter can write cleaner, 

thereby saving on ______________ time. 

4. CART work has also taught Linda and Beth to be prepared for anything by having extra 

________________ on hand.

5. CART helps reporters improve their writing skills by forcing you to examine writing errors like 

_____________________ and _________________.

6. CART builds your _______________, because everyone sees your mistakes, so translation errors in the 

judicial setting become less nerve-wracking.

7. Unlike judicial reporting, as a CART provider you work as part of a ________________.

8. CART reporting provides reporters the opportunity to become _________ savvy by understanding the 

equipment involved in providing captions.

9. Linda’s local hearing loss association bought a light board, so Linda is now able to CART  live 

____________________.

10. CART allows people to be a part of something they otherwise couldn’t be part of, like participating in 

the ____________________.



11. Attendees at the HLA convention in Nashville got the opportunity to see Little Jimmy Dickens, Vince 

Gill and Allison Kraus captioned at the ______________ ___________ ______________.

12. Unlike judicial reporting where you never know the outcome of a case, CART providers get to see the 

_________  ______________.

13. CART providers gives you instant ________________________.

14. Linda and Beth call these stories of how CART has changed someone’s life ___________ moments.

15. Betty Proctor, a CART user, was able to participate in a ______________ at her job at Chattanooga 

State, which would have been impossible for her without the use of CART.

16. Betty wants everyone to know that CART providers don’t need to worry about having someone watch 

there writing because ________ ____________ __________ _________________!

17. According to Beth, hard of hearing participants in CART settings treat you like ________ 

_____________!

18. According to Valerie Fox, Beth’s CARTing allowed her to be able to finish her college studies and 

participate in her ____________________ ceremony.

19. ____________________________ also expressed her appreciation to Linda for CARTing the services at 

her church.  

20. Linda and Beth both said they do lots of pro bono work, and encourages others to 

____________________.


